BSEACD, Pipelines, Hydro Zones, and Wells
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Sources: Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, TomTom, Intermap, Increment P Corp, GEBGO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Klamater NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), and the GIS User Community

This map is for graphic display purposes only. It is not intended for engineering, surveying, or construction purposes. The information depicted has been digitized from various sources and only represents the accuracy of design elements. The Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District is not responsible for the use/display or interpretation of this map by any person, agency, or organization.

Base data: Pipeline dataset from Railroad Commission of Texas (2010), streams and rivers from the High Resolution National Hydrography Dataset (HRNHD by USGS), Lower Glen Rose outcrop from the Geologic Atlas of Texas 1:250k dataset.